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Abstract
We propose a new measurement to be performed at the Tevatron which can be decisive to distinguish between pomeron-based
and soft color interaction models of hard diffractive scattering.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
The hard diffraction phenomena revealed at HERA
[1] have put a new light on the longlasting investi-
gation concerning the nature of elastic and diffrac-
tive scattering in strong interactions. The question is
whether or not this interaction is mediated by the
exchange of an object, the pomeron, with properties
of a well-defined hadronic particle or, at least, of a
well-defined Regge pole appearing in all diffractive
processes.
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Ref. [2] hard diffraction is explained by hard scattering
on the pomeron, in a similar way as deep inelastic scat-
tering on the proton leads to non-diffractive events. In
a second class of models, diffractive events are not dis-
tinguished from non-diffractive ones, except by a soft
color interaction (SCI) [3] (or Lund string reconnec-
tion) which may restore color singlet exchange. In this
second approach, the notion of a pomeron is a priori
absent.
In the present Letter we show that the forward de-
tector apparatus in the DØ experiment at the Teva-
tron, Fermilab, has the potential to discriminate be-
tween the predictions of the two approaches in hard
“double” diffractive production, e.g., of centrally pro-
duced dijets, by looking to the azimuthal distributions
of the outgoing proton and antiproton with respect to
the beam direction. This measurement relies on tag-
ging both outgoing particles in roman pot detectors in-
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Carlo simulation that this measurement can give sig-
nificant results during the present Run II at the Teva-
tron.
2. Theoretical framework
The discriminative potential of our proposal takes
its origin in the factorization breaking properties
which were already observed at the Tevatron. Both
classes of models have a radically different explana-
tion for this factorization breaking, cf. Fig. 1.
The pomeron hypothesis implies the Regge fac-
torization property, the same pomeron vertex can be
used to compute different diffractive processes, e.g.,
the proton vertex at HERA and the Tevatron. In fact,
hard diffraction at the Tevatron, e.g., diffractive di-
jet production, has revealed strong violations of fac-
torization in hard diffraction [4]. The explanation
given to this factorization breaking is the occurrence
of large corrections from the survival probabilities,
which is the probability to keep a diffractive event
signed either by tagging the proton in the final state
or by requiring the existence of a rapidity gap in the
event.
The soft scattering between incident particles tends
to mask the genuine hard diffractive interactions at
hadronic colliders. The formulation of this correction
[5] to the scattering amplitude A consists in consid-
ering a gap survival probability (SP) function S suchthat
A(pT 1,pT 2,Φ)
= {1 +ASP} ∗Ah ≡ S ∗Ah
(1)=
∫
d2kT S(kT )Ah(pT 1 − kT ,pT 2 + kT ),
where pT 1,2 are the transverse momenta of the outgo-
ing p, p¯ and Φ their azimuthal angle separation. In
our study the hard scattering amplitudeAh is obtained
from the factorizable pomeron model POMWIG [6].
ASP is the soft scattering amplitude. In our simulations
we used two different models, either the two-channel
eikonal model 1 [7] (elastic and low-mass diffraction)
or only the elastic channel model 2 as proposed for
hard diffraction in [8].
By contrast with pomeron models, soft color in-
teraction models are by nature non-factorizable. As
described in Fig. 1, the initial hard interaction is the
generic standard QCD dijet production, accompanied
by the full parton shower. Then, a phenomenological
soft color interaction is assumed to modify the over-
all color content, allowing for a color singlet exchange
and thus diffraction. This process is evaluated using
a Monte Carlo simulation [9] which we used in our
study.
3. The DØ forward proton detector
The forward proton detector (FPD) [11] installed
by the DØ Collaboration provides a unique opportu-Fig. 1. Description of the SCI and pomeron models for dijet (JJ) diffractive production. Left scheme: SCI model; the standard QCD dijet
production is modified by the soft color interaction (SCI). Right scheme: pomeron model; the factorized double pomeron dijet production is
corrected for the initial soft interaction S , see text.
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detector. The quadrupole detectors on p and p¯ sides consist of 4 spectrometers called Q-UP, Q-DOWN, Q-IN, Q-OUT, and the dipole detector
on p¯ side only of one spectrometer D-IN.nity to measure the azimuthal angle Φ of the outgoing
protons and antiprotons and thus to test the depen-
dence of diffractive events at the Tevatron on Φ be-
tween the tagged protons and antiprotons.
The FPD consists of eight momentum spectrome-
ters located close to a quadrupole magnet of the Teva-
tron (in short quadrupole spectrometers) and one spec-
trometer close to a dipole magnet (in short dipole spec-
trometer), see Fig. 2. Four quadrupole spectrometers
are located on the outgoing proton side, the other four
on the antiproton side. On each side, the quadrupole
spectrometers are placed both in the inner (Q-IN), and
outer (Q-OUT) sides of the accelerator ring, as well as
in the upper (Q-UP) and lower (Q-DOWN) directions.
They provide almost full coverage in Φ . The dipole
spectrometer, marked as D-IN in Fig. 2, is placed in
the inner side of the ring in the direction of outgoing
antiprotons.
Each spectrometer allows one to reconstruct the tra-
jectories of outgoing protons and antiprotons near the
beam pipe and thus to measure their energies and scat-
tering angles. Spectrometers provide high precision
measurement in t = −p2T and ξ = 1 − P ′/E vari-
ables, where P ′ and pT are the total and transverse
momenta of the outgoing proton or antiproton, and E
is the beam energy. The dipole detectors show a good
acceptance down to t = 0 for ξ > 3 × 10−2 while the
quadrupole detectors are sensitive3 to outgoing parti-
cles down to |t| ∼ 0.6 GeV2 for ξ < 3 × 10−2. This
3 The FPD acceptance depends on the Tevatron beam conditions.
For very good beams, the acceptance can go down to 0.5 GeV2 in t .allows to obtain a good acceptance for high mass ob-
jects diffractively produced in the DØ main detector.
For our analysis, we use a full simulation of the FPD
acceptance in ξ and t [12].
Two sorts of combinations are possible with the
FPD. In the first one, the dipole detector on the an-
tiproton side can be combined with a quadrupole
detector on the proton side. This combination gives
asymmetric cuts on t due to the different acceptance
of the two kinds of spectrometers. The good coverage
in Φ of the four quadrupole spectrometers enables to
measure the diffractive cross section as a function of
Φ between the outgoing protons and antiprotons. In
the second configuration, quadrupole detectors can be
used on both sides which allows to get symmetric cuts
on t .
4. Φ dependence of the double diffractive cross
section
In Fig. 3, we give the Φ distribution between the
tagged proton and antiproton in diffractive events for
the different models discussed above. As an example,
we require events with two jets with a transverse mo-
mentum greater than 5 GeV and tagged proton and
antiproton. The SCI model [9] has been produced us-
ing a modified version of PYTHIA [10]. The pomeron
model has been generated using POMWIG [6] and
the pomeron structure function measured by the H1
Collaboration [1] interfaced with the two models for
the survival probabilities described in Section 2. For
142 A. Kupcˇo et al. / Physics Letters B 606 (2005) 139–144Fig. 3. Φ distribution between the outgoing p and p¯ for SCI and pomeron-based models. The upper curves are for asymmetric cuts in t
(|tp | > 0.6, |tp¯ | > 0.1 GeV2) and the lower ones for symmetric cuts on t (|tp,p¯ | > 0.5 GeV2). Solid lines: SCI model, dashed lines: pomeron
model 1, and dotted lines: pomeron model 2 (see text). Note that for pomeron models the minimum is close to back-to-back proton and antiproton
for asymmetric cuts while it is around 130 degrees for symmetric cuts.Fig. 3, we do not apply any FPD detector simulation,
and it corresponds directly to the result at the genera-
tor level, but we selected an interval in t close to the
FPD acceptance.
We first display (upper curves) the result for asym-
metric cuts in t (|tp| > 0.6, |tp¯| > 0.1 GeV2). We
notice that the result for SCI is independent on Φ
whereas the POMWIG results with survival probabili-
ties show less events at high Φ by a factor of about 5.
Both survival probability models exhibit strong Φ
dependence with similar shape but with different rela-
tive normalization. The lower plots in Fig. 3 show the
results for symmetric cuts on t (|tp,p¯| > 0.5 GeV2).
The difference between SCI and POMWIG models is
even larger in this configuration, and goes up to a fac-
tor 30. Both survival probability models show similar
behavior but the position of the minimum in Φ is
slightly shifted.5. Proposed measurement at the Tevatron
The first measurement we propose, and which can
be performed even at low luminosity, directly bene-
fits from the FPD configuration, i.e., from the struc-
ture in Φ of the detector itself. We suggest to count
the number of events with tagged p and p¯ for dif-
ferent combinations of FPD spectrometers. For this
purpose, we define the following configurations for
dipole–quadrupole tags (see Fig. 2): same side (cor-
responding to D-IN on p¯ side and Q-IN on p side and
thus to Φ < 45 degrees), opposite side (correspond-
ing to D-IN on p¯ side and Q-OUT on p side, and thus
to Φ > 135 degrees), and middle side (correspond-
ing to D-IN on p¯ side and Q-UP or Q-DOWN on p
side and thus to 45 < Φ < 135 degrees). We de-
fine the same kinds of configurations for quadrupole–
quadrupole tags (for instance, the same side config-
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Predictions for a proposed measurement of diffractive cross section
ratios in different regions of Φ at the Tevatron (see text for the
definition of middle, same and opposite). The first (respectively sec-
ond) measurement involves the dipole and one quadrupole detectors
(respectively quadrupole detectors only) corresponding to asymmet-
ric (respectively symmetric) cuts on t
Configuration Model Middle/2 × same Opposite/same
Quad. + dipole SCI 1.3 1.1
Pomeron model 1 0.36 0.18
Pomeron model 2 0.47 0.20
Quad. + quad. SCI 1.4 1.2
Pomeron model 1 0.14 0.31
Pomeron model 2 0.20 0.049
uration corresponds to the sum of the four possibil-
ities: both protons and antiprotons tagged in Q-UP,
Q-DOWN, Q-IN or Q-OUT).
In Table 1, we give the ratios 1/2 × middle/same
and opposite/same (middle is divided by 2 to get the
same domain size in Φ) for the different models. In
order to obtain these predictions, we used the full ac-
ceptance in t and ξ of the FPD detector [12]. Moreover
we computed the ratios for two different tagging con-
figurations for the symmetric and asymmetric cuts in t
described above, namely for p¯ tagged in dipole detec-
tors, and p in quadrupoles, or for both p and p¯ tagged
in quadrupole detectors.
In Table 1, we observe that the Φ dependence
of the event rate ratio for the SCI model is weak,4
whereas for the POMWIG models the results show
important differences specially when both p and p¯ are
tagged in quadrupole detectors. This measurement can
be performed even at low luminosity. Indeed, the ex-
pected number of events for POMWIG for 10 pb−1
is respectively about 103 (respectively about 25)
for the dipole–quadrupole (respectively quadrupole–
quadrupole) configurations if two jets with a trans-
verse momentum greater than 5 GeV are required.
This corresponds to a very low luminosity at the Teva-
tron (about 1 week of running now), and thus it is
possible to increase the cut on the jet pT to perform
this study.
The measurement can also be performed using vec-
tor mesons (J/Ψ for instance), or even W and Z at
4 The observed weak dependence on Φ is due to the small dif-
ference in acceptance for the horizontal and vertical spectrometers.higher luminosity. The observed strong difference be-
tween SCI and pomeron-based models in the Φ dis-
tributions remains valid for any hard process, but the
possibilities to observe it experimentally depend on
the FPD acceptance in ξ and t for the given process.
With more luminosity, we also propose to measure
directly the differential Φ dependence between the
outgoing protons and antiprotons using the good cov-
erage of the quadrupole detectors in Φ which will al-
low to perform a more precise test of the models.
6. Conclusion
To summarize, we propose a new measurement to
be performed at the Tevatron which can be decisive
to distinguish between pomeron-based and soft color
interaction models of hard diffractive scattering. The
difference in azimuthal angle between the leading out-
going proton and antiproton in hard double diffractive
interactions is found to be a discriminating observable
to distinguish between these two classes of models
and thus to investigate the nature of the pomeron. We
showed that this measurement can be performed with
the present DØ detector.
If one finds a strong Φ dependence, the soft color
interaction approach would be disfavoured unless new
important changes in the way PYTHIA deals with
non-perturbative color reconnection are introduced.
On the other hand if the Φ dependence is weak, it
would mean that the pomeron concept has to be re-
vised.
The measurement is also fundamental to obtain
precise predictions for diffractive cross section at the
LHC, such as the cross section for diffractive Higgs
boson production.
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